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Coal-fired

Utilities and Glass producers

SO3 - “Blue Plume” - SO3 removal to less than measurable
► SO2 control - SO2 removal >98%
► Treating

HCl

control - HCl removal >99%

► Medical

Waste Incinerators
► Secondary Metal Smelters
► Biomass

Industrial

– Pulp and Paper, Cement, Ceramic, Chemical,
Ethanol, Oil and Gas for SO2, HCl, and HF
Enhanced mercury removal – in some cases
► Enhanced

native capture
► Better utilization of activated carbon
► Removal of SO3 interference
ESP

resistivity improvements
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 LOWER

CAPITAL COSTS
THAN THE ALTERNATIVES

 Wide

range of injection
temperatures

 Simple

systems to design
and operate

 Ability

to respond to
changing fuels

 Safe

reagent and byproducts

 Less

 No

recirculation of filter
residuals needed

 May

improve ESP
efficiency

 Non-corrosive

equipment

 No

to

liquid effluent

 Can

be set up quickly

 Temporary

available

systems are

by-product production
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The Green River trona deposit is the
largest and purest deposit in the
world by far.
4 companies currently mine trona in
Green River primarily to make soda
ash.
Currently mined ore with Long-wall,
Solution, and Bore mining
techniques
Numerous beds containing
hundreds of years of reserves
~4.5 MM tons mined annually by
Solvay. Most of trona extracted is
converted to sodium carbonate
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Chemical Structure: Na2CO3•NaHCO3•2H20
► Most extracted and converted to sodium carbonate (soda ash)

Produced directly from the raw ore and is the most economical
sodium sorbent
Course trona is used for animal feed while fine trona is used for
the flue gas treatment market

Fine trona does not need further milling prior to use though in
some instances further milling can increase performance and
justify the added expense.
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Chemical Structure: NaHCO3



Made from soda ash which is made from trona in the USA



Sorbent of choice in Europe and other parts of the world



700,000 tons per year of sodium bicarbonate are consumed in
the USA in other applications from cooking to blasting media.



Flue gas applications are a small share of US market but could
become the largest end use by the end of the decade



Sodium bicarbonate must be milled prior to use


For smaller applications or when milling is not an option it can be
purchased already milled



For larger applications milling on site is more economical
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Biomass, Alternative
fuels
Hospital waste, Tire,
miscellaneous
Hazardous Industrial
Waste

Metallurgy & Melting

Glass Manufacturing

Cement Plants

Sewage Sludge
Industry

Incineration

Heating plant

Miscellaneous
Municipal Waste
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► 1980’s:
► Power

years

► Used

DSI trials showed good SO2 and HCl removal

industry has used trona to treat SO2 for over 25

at industrial applications (HMIWI) since 80’s

► 2009

& 2010: Successfully treated high level SO2 to meet
CSAPR with sodium sorbents

► The

EPA now lists DSI and trona specifically as treatment
options in the Utility MATS and MACT rules

Today DSI is a standard technology for acid gas control in utility
and industrial markets in the US.
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System: Silo, blowers, controls, lines, splitters, lances, mill
SCALE

Sorben
Unloading system
t (TPH)

Typical DSI costs
(Million)

LARGE

8-12

Rail unloading and milling

$12-$20

UTILITY

1-8

Truck unloading
Truck unloading or super
sack

$1-$10

INDUSTRIAL <1

<$1



Milling adds to the capital cost but reduces the
operating cost



May vary widely based on site installation
requirements and associated costs
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DSI test units are available for quick response
and temporary service

◦ Extensive testing over the last few years has put many
test rigs into service







Test units can supply up to 10 tons per hour of
sorbent making them large enough for most
applications
Units are often available on long term leases or
can even be purchased
Coupled with a temporary baghouse it can be a
complete solution for applications that don’t
require permanent structures.

The rapid decomposition and release of gas causes a
tremendous increase in surface area (popcorn effect).
The high surface area and small particle size make sodium
sorbents very effective in reacting with acid gases
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 Removal efficiency required
 Sorbent particle size
► D90<20

on ESP

micron suggested for high removal DeSOx system

 Residence
► Critical

time in flue gas stream

parameter with ESP

 Dispersion
 Particulate

Baghouse)

and mixing with flue gas
control device for capture (ESP vs.

► Particle size more critical with ESP
► Longer contact time through the filter

 Flue

gas temperature

► Minimum of 275oF
► Trona is highly effective

 Other

cake in baghouse

also at higher temperature

competing acids in the flue gas
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Milling sodium sorbents increases the surface area which
increases the mitigation efficiency of acid gases and, as
consequence, reduces the sorbent usage
Strengths:




Finer particles improve
distribution and mixing
Higher mitigation
efficiencies
Impact on fly ash





Less unused sorbent
Less fly ash production

Weaknesses:



Capital and O&M cost
Reliability of mills
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Our advice is to evaluate the technical-economical conditions
and design a milling system instead of purchasing just a mill
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Sodium Bicarbonate

Trona
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Sodium Bicarbonate

Trona
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Milled
Trona

Boiler MACT
Limit: 0.022

Baghouse
Utility MACT
Limit: 0.002

S200

Milled
S250
Trona

S350

SBC Finely
S450
Milled

HCl at Stack (lb/mmBtu)
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0.0
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Total NSR
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S200

Sodium sorbents are
clearly selective
towards HCl
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 Higher

sodium content in the fly ash
 Ash from SO3 treatment may be okay to market
 Ash from SO2 or HCl treatment typically not suitable for
applications in concrete or structural fill
 Solubility of sodium compounds in the fly ash (i.e. Na2SO4,
Na2CO3, Na2SeO4) may impact leach rates for heavy
metals
► Additional

heavy metals are captured in the ash
► We are investigating stabilization technologies
► All our customers have found acceptable disposal options
 Disposal

issues should be investigated early in the
process; check properties and work closely with ash
marketers
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For more information contact
michael.atwell@solvay.com

